
3RD PARTY INDEPENDENT
VEHICLE INSPECTION REPORT

DISCLAIMER

1. This 3rd Party Independent Vehicle Inspection Report (Report) is a summary of the findings of the
3rd Party Independent Vehicle Inspector (Inspector) only and in no way reflects the opinions or
views of CHROME TEMPLE Motors.

2. CHROME TEMPLE Motors cannot accept any liability for the information provided in this Report.
3. The Report provided by the Inspector is only current as at the time it is issued.
4. You agree that as the buyer or interested party, it is your ultimate responsibility to conduct your

own due diligence as far as to satisfy your own requirements on the vehicle.
5. The inspection is a visual inspection only. There will be no removal of parts or components during

the inspection process, unless otherwise stated by the Inspector.
6. You accept that while the Inspector may use a range of methods for fault detection, they will not

necessarily identify all faults with the vehicle.
7. The Report is not a roadworthy certificate and cannot be used as a roadworthy.
8. The Inspection does not check for any manufacturer recall notices and you should check that the

vehicle is not subject to a recall notice.
9. CHROME TEMPLE Motors does not provide any guarantee, warranty or representation regarding

the nature, reliability, accuracy or completeness of any information contained in the Report or the
fitness of the information contained in the Report for any purpose intended by you.

10. CHROME TEMPLE Motors will not be liable to you for claims arising out of or in connection with
your access and use of this Report.

This report is a summary of the findings of the 3rd Party Inspection Company only
and in no way reflects the opinions or views of CHROME TEMPLE Motors.



INSPECTING COMPANY: Restored By Elliott

INSPECTOR NAME: Elliott Caras

DATE OF INSPECTION: October 2021

MAKE & MODEL: Ferrari F355 GTS

MODEL YEAR: 1995

BUILD DATE: July 1995

COMPLIANCE DATE: September 1995

VIN / CHASSIS NUMBER: ZFFPA42D000102795

REGISTRATION EXPIRY: unknown

REGISTRATION NUMBER: FRR355

ODOMETER READING: 34,120km

INSTRUCTION FOR THE REPORT:
Please check all relevant points within the report check-list. Once checked, please note your findings
against each section. Once the report has been completed, please give a post-report summary of the
vehicle.

0.00 POST-REPORT VEHICLE SUMMARY

One of the rarest F355 and an overall great example. Australian compliance, GTS, 2.7 motronic with pre
airbag steering wheel. With so few cars available in this configuration, this is a great example of the
model.

Mechanically a very sound car from the road test carried out.  Driving as it should with good power
delivery and sure-footed handling it was a pleasure to drive. Engine is crisp and pulls cleanly.

1.00 EXTERIOR CONDITION NOTES
1.01 Paintwork For its age it is very well kept. Has been recently detailed

and ceramic coated.

1.02 Bodywork Black targa panel has been repainted in the past to body
colour for the hardtop look when fitted.

1.03
Rust

No rust found. Minor surface rust bubbling on the door
mirror mounts – a common issue on the model.

1.04 Damage No damage noted.

There is slight cracking forming at the rear buttress which
is very common on the f355 and minor on this example.

1.05 Convertible roof / soft-top

1.06 Trim & finishers

1.07 Glass All original glass with matching serial numbers the front
windscreen has been replaced with a Genuine part at
some stage and is from Pilkington as opposed to Siglia
as per the rest of the car.
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1.08 Mirrors

1.09 Lamps

1.10 Engine bay panels and
soundproofing

1.11 Under body frame, panels &
mouldings

1.12 Other exterior checks Underbody diffusers and undertray are all present and
look in good shape.

Exterior door seals and trim in good condition.

2.00 INTERIOR CONDITION NOTES
2.01 Metal & composite surfaces Side sills show normal wear from ingress and egress

2.02 Leather & upholstery Leather shows a few scuffs and marks but overall
presents well. Driver’s side seat has been re-touched
with leather dye in the past.

2.03 Headlining

2.04 Steering wheel Steering wheel has an addition of radio controls to the
back side of it which is aftermarket and removable.

Car is equipped from the factory with the non-airbag
MOMO wheel which is highly desirable. Believed to be
one of just 11 Australian delivered cars with non-airbag.

2.05 Carpets & mats

2.06 Seats

2.07 Seat belts, buckles & catches

2.08 Switches All switches work, with exception of the air recirculation
button and the air directional control. This is a common
issue on the model.

2.09 Controls

2.10 Gauges All gauges work as intended.

2.11 Other interior checks Original gear knob is missing and has been replaced with
an aftermarket type.

3.00 GENERAL FUNCTION NOTES
3.01 Locks, catches & handles All working.

3.02 Keys

3.03 Security system

3.04 Windows Windows and mirror adjustments are all working well.

3.05 Interior mirrors

3.06 Seats
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3.07 Seat belts Seat belts have UV fading but are otherwise fine.

3.08 Bonnet, boot & fuel cap release All release latches functioning, gas struts on the engine
lid and boot hold.

3.09 Steering column adjustment

3.10 Foot brake, parking brake &
handbrake

Parking brake works well.

3.11 Gauges & warning lights Indicators and lights tested ok.

3.12 Switches & controls

3.13 Infotainment, stereo, speakers &
GPS system

1995 model year was not equipped with a radio, this has
a Kenwood head unit. Tested ok.

3.14 Storage compartments Dash storage door doesn’t stay up, gas strut needs to be
replaced.

3.15 Wipers & washers

3.16 Heated screens

3.17 Exterior lights, lamps & indicators

3.18 Interior lights Interior lights working as are the switches.

3.19 Instrument illumination

3.20 Horn Horn functions.

3.21 Heating, air-conditioning &
ventilation

A/C and heater function well. Air directional control is not
functioning it is blowing forward facing only.

3.22 Convertible roof

3.23 USB & cigarette lighter sockets

3.24 Tyre pressure monitor

3.25 Other function checks Ash tray has a small crack which is a common failure on
these.

4.00 HISTORY, PLATES, KEYS &
TOOLKIT

NOTES

4.01 Log book Log books sighted has original leather pouch and full
documentation.

4.02 Service history Car shows excellent service history, 5 engine out cambelt
services documented, so one every 5 years which is on
schedule.

4.03 Build & compliance plates

4.05 2 keys 1 original key was sighted.

4.06 Toolkit & emergency equipment Tool kit is complete and in excellent condition.

4.07 Other service history & toolkit
checks

Targa panel cover and pouch was missing from the car as
was the emergency light normally found in the boot.
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Car cover was present with the car but not the bag to
store it neatly.

5.00 WHEELS & TYRES NOTES
5.01 Wheels condition Good overall condition they have been resprayed in the

past, some minor corrosion is present, they are
magnesium alloy and require a special primer and
treatment this step has been missed so the finish is failing
in areas.

Tyres are correct sizing Pirelli P Zero and have good
tread life. Tyres are dated 2013 rear and 2014 front.

5.02 Wheel bearings

5.03 Front wheel alignment

5.04 Spare wheel

5.05 Tyre spec

5.06 Tyre pressures

5.07 Tyre depths & condition

5.08 Other wheels & tyres checks

6.00 ENGINE BAY, UNDERBODY,
FLUID LEVELS & LEAKS

NOTES

6.01 Engine Very strong and healthy running engine. A stand out.

Engine bay presents very well. Cam covers, plenum,
intake boxes, heat shields and oil tank all in very good
condition.

6.02 Transmission Transmission is very nice and well adjusted. Slight rattle
against the gate which is common. New shifter bushing
and grease in the mechanism would correct it.

6.03 Differential

6.07 Oil

6.08 Coolant Coolant system functioning and no overheating detected.

6.09 Brake fluid All fluids at correct levels and in spec.

Brakes are in spec.

6.10 Clutch fluid All fluids at correct levels and in spec,

6.11 Battery

6.04 Ignition system

6.06 Power steering system Power steering is functioning.

Power steering tank is the old style which has been
superseded – would recommend replacement to avoid
any potential leak hazards.

6.12 Fuel system

6.13 Air-conditioning system Functioning a/c and heating.

6.15 Radiators, oil coolers, intercoolers,
hoses & pipes

6.16 Water pump & fan

6.05 Drive shafts
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6.14 Drive belts & pulleys

6.17 Gaiters

6.18 Dampers Original dampers fitted and in good working order.

6.19 Exhaust system Exhaust system has been upgraded and includes
re-tubed OEM headers with the heatshield clams
removed, the headers have been ceramic coated to
reduce engine bay temps. The primary catalysts have
been changed to sport cats. The muffler is the desirable
Capristo unit.

The bypass valve has been wired open permanently with
wire. This means the sound is loud all the time. Removal
of wire should bring back normal functionality but this was
not tested.

All exhaust clamps are the original type and correct.

6.20 Brake pads & discs

6.21 Brake hoses & pipes

6.22 Steering & suspension components

6.23 Fluid leaks No fluid leaks noted.

6.25 Underbody

6.26 Other engine, underbody, levels &
leaks checks

Mechanically seems like a very sorted example.

7.00 ROAD TEST NOTES
7.01 Engine start, idle & performance Excellent engine operating behavior.

7.02 Exhaust smoke No exhaust smoke noted.

7.03 Clutch

7.04 Transmission Transmission is smooth and doesn’t grind.

7.05 Differential

7.06 Brakes Brakes work well to slow the car.

7.07 ABS & traction control No traction control on this model. ABS not engaged on
test.

7.08 Suspension & dampers Suspension works well. Adaptive dampers operational.
Car has a direct yet smooth ride.

7.09 Steering & steering wheel alignment

7.10 Cruise control

7.11 Noise & vibration

7.12 Instruments, gauges, temperatures
& pressures

NA

7.13 Other road test checks There are a few squeaks and rattles evident on test drive.
One is coming from dash, the other from drivers side
door. Normal for a car this age, the drivers side door rattle
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is a common failure point and an easy fix.

Pop up headlights functional.

Clutch pick up is great and has good feel through the
pedal.

8.00 POST ROAD TEST NOTES
8.01 Dash lights & fault codes All lights functioning no fault codes present.

8.02 Leak check (post road test) No leaks sighted post test drive.

8.03 Other post road test checks
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